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Take your paws elsewhere, woofy.

more nothing and Oh! A better emoji      . 

ready to mute, so my co-Host can rage. I have already

Hey, hand me over the      , I have got something to say:

burn, wen moon, wen smart contracts”. I have my claws

Logan here, Charles’ Lobster, need to clarify some things.

by Charles’ side when reading your dumb comments, “Wen

Everyone in the Cardano community thinks that HOSKY is

one chilling on the mic on every AMA on youtube, standing

my co-Host's favourite coin. Don’t make me laugh! I am the

 I respect $HOSKY, but I am not afraid of its' bark! What

do I offer that HOSKY doesn’t? Actual low-quality memes,

claimed the throne. Now I am coming to steal all the glory. 

Our claws are empowered with E-UTXO knowledge and can 

scale attacks effectively! $LOBSTER

Introduction:

Friendly Warning:
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Distributed to Charles, so he can take care of me:

500,000,000,000,001 $LOBSTER

Your move HOSKY.

Useful but useless. Just like our devs! Probably nothing… 

Still more scarce than FIAT though!

We do not correlate with $HOSKY or CHARLES 

HOSKINSON. We admire Charles and Hosky! All these 

take place for plain humour, and we do not wish to offend 

anyone! Nothing in this paper should be taken seriously or 

as financial advice.

Just to have fun and because we love Cardano! Also

because it just sounds right, “ I own billions of $LOBSTER, 

wen Lambo?”. Just kidding, we are all degens. 

WENLOBSTER.IO

Following a formula that some woof woofers tried and 
seems okay. 

Utility?

Tokennomics:

Why we are doing this?

DISCLAIMER in case you are as smart as a LOBSTER:

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 $LOBSTER

(Hardcapped & Locked policy)



Jokes aside. Hopefully, Charles will be able to trade

some of them for the best microphone on planet earth so

that Logan the Lobster can sleep comfortably, or decide

to donate some to charity. Anyway, we trust his

judgment blindly.

TBD

40%

Team

10%

Events/Giveaways/Memes

20%

ATM

20%

Marketing

10%

Circulating supply: 499T $LOBSTER
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Our community will help us decide when to use this 

significant fraction of the circulating supply and how.

This right here is the

Lobster ATM. 

It has one job. 

Get your money…

make you feel like you are

getting scammed..

worry you…

and then 

send you some $LOBSTER.

It operates in a first come first serve way. 

Logan’s claws are not cash-grabbing, they are love-giving! 

We have no rush to pre-distribute all the circulating 

supply. That would only hurt LOGAN. No vast amounts will 

ever be given to market manipulators or money chasers in 

exchange for exposure.

TBD: 40%:

ATM 20% :

TEAM 10% :
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We just wanted to flex out $LOBSTER



Family Photo

Wen LAMBO?

 

Wen LOBSTER?
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SOON!!

NOW!


